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1 David J. Euchner

7465 East Broadway, Suite 201
2 Tucson, AZ 85710

TEL (520) 326-3550
3 FAX (520) 326-0419 ::;

David J. Euchner, SBN #021768
4 Attorney for Plaintiff

5

6 IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT

7 FOR THE DISTRICT OF ARIZONA

8
)

9 TERRENCE BRESSI, ) Case No. CIV 04-264 TUC-JMR
)

10 Plaintiff, )
)

11 vs. ) PLAINTIFF'S RESPONSE TO
) DEFENDANTS' NON-UNIFORM

12 MICHAEL FORD, ERIC O'DELL, AND ) INTERROGATORIES TO DEFENDANTS
GEORGE TRA VIOLIA, AND RICHARD )

13 SAUNDERS, )
)

14 Defendants. ) Assigned to Honorable John M. Roll
)

15 )

16 1. Do you claim that any person at the scene of the checkpoint at which you were stopped on

17 December 20, 2002 made any statement, showed any sign, symbol or did any other act, from

18 which you claim that the checkpoint was conducted under color of state law?

19 Yes_X- No_.

20

21 If yes, then with sufficient specificity and completeness, describe the content of each and every

22 such statement and act and by whom made, and each sign and or symbol and by whom given,I 23 and the point in the sequence of events when each was given or made.

24

25 Several TOPD vehicles present at the roadblock had state markings on them -specifically

26 license plates indistinguishable from those used by state government agencies such as the Pima
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1 County Sheriff's Dept., the Tucson Police Dept., etc. A non-inclusive list of clearly marked TOPD

2 vehicles present at the roadblock with state license plates appear below:

3 License #: Agency #: Notes: ~

4 1) G-415CB 83251

5 2) G-450CB 75781

6 3) G-874CZ 30939 Towing trailer w/#G-590CJ

7 4) G-135CE 51420

8 5) G-461CE 92432

9 6) G-413CB 83254

lOIn addition to TOPD vehicles, there were numerous non- TOPD enforcement vehicles present

11 as well. A non-inclusive list of clearly marked Border Patrol vehicles at the roadblock is included

12 below. All of these Border Patrol vehicles exhibited license plates that clearly identified the vehicles

13 as belonging to the federal government as opposed to the State of Arizona. In contrast -license plates

14 on TOPD enforcement vehicles had no indication that they were anything other than Arizona

15 government vehicles.

16 License #: Agency #: Notes:

17 7) J-25037 H9739

18 8) J-25581 H9483

19 9) J-26973 E0703

20 10) J-22316 Ul192 Border Patrol bus

21 In addition to the vehicles listed above, there were multiple unmarked enforcement vehicles

22 present as well. Most of these vehicles utilized Arizona State license plates. A non-inclusive list of

23 these vehicles include:

24 License #: Agency: Notes:

25 11) CA-52937 UNK Blue Dodge 4x4

26 12) CA-50064 UNK Silver Dodge 4x4
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1 13) CB-88166 UNK White Crown Victoria

2 14) CB-32748 UNK White utility truck

3 15) G-345DD UNK White Crown Victoria ~

4 16) G-4l9DD UNK White Ford Expedition

5 At least one U.S. Customs vehicle was also present at the roadblock. U.S. Customs agent Bill

6 Dreland and his vehicle left the scene prior to the time I was in a position to record the license plate

7 number.

8 * Detective Traviolia used an official Arizona Traffic Ticket and Complaint form to issue me

9 a citation for multiple violations of state law. The form included the name of the issuing agency

10 printed at the top of the form directly above the title. In this case, the issuing agency was identified as

11 the Tohono O'odham Police Department. Since the form was identified as a state form as opposed to

12 a tribal form, this indicated that the TOPD was acting within the capacity of a state law enforcement

13 agency as opposed to a tribal agency.

14 Arizona enforcement agencies use the same form with the name of their respective agencies at

15 the top.

16 This observation has nothing to do with the fact that individual tribal officers present at the

17 scene were also AZ POST certified to enforce state law. The forms didn't identify an individual

18 officer at the top but rather the agency as a whole. The TOPD had gone to the trouble of having

19 Arizona complaint forms generated and available that identified the TOPD as the issuing agency for

20 an Arizona complaint form as opposed to using a tribal complaint form that includes sufficient

21 information to divert alleged non-Indian offenders to the state court system. Tribal dependency on

22 state government license plates for tribal enforcement vehicles and state forms for processing alleged

23 offenders creates a presupposition of acting under authority of state law -especially when comparing

24 these observation with the actions of other jurisdictions that routinely operate on SR-86. Federal

25 agencies' vehicles are registered with United States government license plates, and federal agents use

26
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1 their own fornls when interacting with alleged offenders on SR-86. As such, there is little question as

2 to who they represent when doing so.

3 * Lt Ford infonned me that the purpose of the roadblock was to check for impaired drivers

4 and documentation such as drivers licenses, registration, and proof of insurance after I inquired as to

5 the purpose of the roadblock. Further, Lt. Ford indicated that the drivers license issued to me by the

6 state was not my property but rather the property of the State of Arizona and that I must display it to a

7 law enforcement officer upon request. Lt Ford infornled me of this shortly after stopping me at the

8 roadblock and before I was arrested and charged with violations of state law.

9 * After talking with Lt. Ford, Detective Traviolia approached me and told me the purpose of

10 the roadblock was to check for impaired drivers and valid drivers licenses and registrations. In

11 addition, Detective Traviolia indicated that even though he could tell I wasn't impaired, I still needed

12 to identify myself before I would be allowed to continue because the area was known for drug and

13 illegal alien smuggling.

14 * While I was talking with Detective Traviolia, U.S. Customs Agent Bill Dreland from the

15 U.S. Customs RAIC Office in Sells, Arizona pushed himself forward and demanded that I comply

16 with the request to identify myself and that I was required to do so under the law. He indicated that I

17 would be in a lot of trouble if I continued to be uncooperative. No TOPD officer present made any

18 indication that it was inappropriate for Agent Dreland to involve himself with the interaction between

19 myself and Detective Traviolia.

20 * After I infonned Agent Dreland that he had no cause for getting involved because he had no

21 jurisdiction over the subject matter at hand, Lt. Ford corrected me and indicated the roadblock was a

22 joint task force operation. Lt. Ford's statement along with Agent Dreland's active involvement

23 confirnled my suspicions that the purpose of the roadblock was expansive and not limited to a single

24 jurisdiction and/or only public safety purposes.

I 25 * When first approaching the roadblock, I observed U.S. Customs Agent Dreland actively

26 participating on the line where vehicles were being stopped as they approached the roadblock. Agent
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1 Dreland visually inspected vehicles and occasionally interacted with vehicle occupants. This activity

2 continued after I was arrested and dragged from my vehicle by TOPD officers. TOPD Officers made

3 no attempt to constrain or limit Agent Dreland's activities that I could see during the times I was

4 present. Agent Dreland was wearing a vest that clearly identified himself as a U.S. Customs Agent.

5 * I observed TOPD officers at the roadblock engage in vehicle trunk searches, check for stolen

6 vehicles, engage in comprehensive documentation checks, and other actions of a purely law

7 enforcement nature that appeared to cover the interests of multiple jurisdictions during the time I was

8 present.
9 * Even though most TOPD officers have been granted authority to enforce laws from multiple

10 jurisdictions -TOPD officers made no attempt to clarify what authority they were operating under

11 with regards to roadblock operations even though I requested clarification on multiple occasions.

12 * After signing the complaint form generated by Detective Traviolia listing multiple violations

13 of state law, Lt. Ford and Detective Traviolia indicated that they have authority to enforce state law &

14 that alleged non-tribal offenders were routinely diverted to the nearest county court for legal

15 proceedings. In my case this would be the Ajo Justice Court.

16

17 2. If your response to No.1 above does not include the following, describe in detail all

18 statements, if any, made by any officer at the scene, before your driver's license or other

19 written identification were viewed, that you would be cited under state law for any offense,

20 and by whom made.

21 See above.

22

23 3. If any of statements, acts, signs or symbols described in you response to Interrogatories nos.

24 1 and 2 above were in response to statements or questions posed by you, describe your

25 statements or questions and to whom they were addressed.

26 See above.
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1 4. Identify the names, addresses and telephone numbers sufficient to identify and contact any

2 persons to whom you placed telephone calls while you were at or near the checkpoint on

3 December 20,2002, the length and substance of each cal~ and each person's relationship to

4 you at that time (e.g., supervisor, co-worker, etc.)

5 * I called a co-worker as I approached the roadblock and told him I was about to enter a

6 roadblock. I asked him to stay on the line while I interacted with the law enforcement personnel

7 manning the roadblock. The phone connection stayed active up until the time I was forcibly removed

8 from my vehicle and arrested by TOPD officers. Contact information for my co-worker:

9 Name: Andrew Tubbiolo

10 Affiliation: Co-worker

11 Phone: 621-2876

12 Address: University of Arizona, Lunar & Planetary Lab, 1629 E. University, Tucson, Arizona

13 5. With regard to any person identified in your response to Interrogatory No.4 above, do you

14 intend to call that person to testify at the evidentiary hearing before the Court, or submit

15 any affidavit or other form of evidence from that person? Yes_X- No_. If so indicate

16 precisely what you believe that person's testimony will be.

17 Affidavit of Andrew Tubbiolo attached hereto.

18

19 6. List all witnesses you intend to call, whether in person or otherwise, at the evidentiary

20 hearing by the Court for April 25, 2005, and if not previously set forth in response to other

21 interrogatories above, the substance of their testimony.

22 Joseph Patterson is a former officer of the Tohono O'odham Police Department. Mr. Patterson

23 will testify that the TOPD, as a matter of routine, operated roadblocks with the intention of enforcing

24 state law (by meails of their AZ POST certification) against non-tribal members. Mr. Patterson will

25 also testify that, as a matter of routine, the TOPD claimed state jurisdiction when it expanded the

26 department's authority and claimed tri~aljurisdiction when state requirements burdened the TOPD.
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2 Dated this i day of March, 2005. ,;1
/

/I ;//3 BY: /~ ~t?/l'
4 ., , --' 5 David J. EUC~

Attorney for Plaintiff
6

Copy of the foregoing mailed/faxed
7 This -i day of 47« rL-:'~ ,2005, to:

8 Roger W. Frazier

9 Gust Rosenfeld, P .L.C.
1 South Church Avenue Suite 1900

10 Tucson, Arizona 85701-1627
Attorney for Defendants
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